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Charmonium spectrum from quenched anisotropic lattice QCD
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We present a detailed study of the charmonium spectrum using anisotropic lattice QCD. We first deljve a

trcc-lcvcl improved clover quark action on the anisotropic lattice for arbitrary quark ll-ass by matching the

HamlltOI-lan on the lattice and in the continuum. The heavy quark 111とiss dependence of the inlprovement

coefficients, i.e., the ratio of the hopping parameters 」-K,/Ks and the clover coefficients cs ,, is examined at

the tree level, and effects of the choice of the spatial Wilson parameter /・、 arc discussed. We then compute the

charmonium spectrum in the quenched approximation employing ij-as ′√i,- 3 anisotropic lattices. Siillillations

arc madc with the standard anisotropic gauge action and the anisotropic clover quark action wi仙/- - 1 at four

lattice spacings in the range a, - 0.07-0.2 fm. The clover coefficients cs , are estimated from tree-level tadpole

improvement. On the other hand, for the ratio of the hopping parameters 」, I,ve adopt both the tree-level

tadpole-unproved value and a non-perturbative one. The latter employs tllc condition that the speed of light

calculated from the meson energy-momentum relation be unity. We calculate山e spectrum ofS and P states

and their excitations using both the pole and kinetic m.asses. We find that the combination of the pole mass and

the tadpo一e-improved value of J to yield the smoothest approach to the continuum lilllit, which lve then adopt

for the continuum extrapolation of the spectrum. The results largely depend on山c scale input even in the

continuum limit, showing a quenching effect. When the lattice spacing is determined from the I P-¥ S splitting,

the deviation from the experinlental value is estimated to be -30% for the 5-state hyper月ne splitting and

-20% for the P-state fi】1e structure. Our results are consistent with previous results at 」-2 obtained by Chen

lvhcn the lattice spacing is determined from the Sommer scale J・。. We also address the problem with the

hypcrfine splitting that different choices of the clover coefficients lead to disagreeing results in the continuum

limit. Making a leading order analysis based on potential models we show that a large hyperfine splitting

-95　MeV obtained by Klassen with a different choice of the clover coefficicllts is likely an overestilllate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lattice study of llcavy quark physics is indispensable for

determining the standard model parameters such as the quark

masses and Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix eト

ements, and for nilding signals of new physics beyond it.

Obtaining accurate results for heavy quark observables, how-

ever, is a non-trivial task. Since lattice spacings of order a

-(2　GeV)　currently accessible are comparable or even

larger than the Compton wavelength of heavy quarks given

by 1/m,. for charn- and bottom, a naive lattice calculation

with conventional fenllion actions suffers from large uncon-

trolled systematic errors. For this reason, effective theory

approaches for heavy quarks llave been pursued.

OIlc of t!1c approaches is tlle lattice version of tlle non-

relativistic QCD (NRQCD), which is applicable for a
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>l/w(/ [1,2]. Since the expansion parameter ofNRQCD is

the quark velocity squared v-, lattice NRQCD works well for

su踊ciently heavy quarks sucll as the the bottom (ir-0.1),

and the bottomonium spectrum [3-6] and the bbg hybrid

spectrum [7- 1 0] have been studied successfully using lattice

NRQCD. A serious constraint with the approach, however,
is that tlle corltinuuill 一imit cannot be taken due to the con-

dition a>¥lmq. Thus the scaling violation from the gauge

and light quark sectors silould be sumciently small. In prac-

tice it is o氏en difficult to quantify the magnitude of system-

atic errors arising from this origin. Anotl-er di用culty is that

there are a number of parameters in the NRQCD action

which have to be determined. Since in the present calcula-

tions the tuning of paralneters is made at the tree level (or

tadpole improved tree level) of perturbation theory, the accu-

racy acllicvcd is ratllcr limitcd.

Another approach for　-cavy quarks uses a space-time

asylllllletnc qLIark actioi一, aiming at in-plenlenting 0(〟) lm-

provement for arbitrary quark mass [1 1]. With appropriate

parameter tunings, this action is unitanly equivalent to the

NRQCD action up to higher order corrections for a
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>¥lmq, and goes over into the light quark Sheikholeslami-

Wohlert (SW) action [12] for am <ァ1. This approach has

been originally proposed by the Fermilab group and the ac-

tion is hence called tl-C "Fcrmilab action,''whose first appli-

cation is found in [13]. Since the necessary聖ning ofmass-
dependent parameters is in general di用cult, in practice one

uses the usual SW quark action even for`1> I/'/// , where the

SW action is unitarily equivalent to NRQCD. This sii-iplified

approach, called the "non-rclativistic interpretation" for the

SW quark, has been widely used in current lattice siilnula-

tions of llcavy quark, sLICll as the calculation oftlle β meson

decay constant [14-17]. Toward the continuum limit a-0

the lattice action approaches the usual 0(ォ)-improved action

and the systematic error becomes smaller as {am )-. How-

ever, the amq dependence at amq≧ is quite non-linear, and

it is not trivial how the systematic error could be controlled.

Recently, use of tllC allisotropic lattice for heavy quark

simulations has been proposed [18,19] as a possible alterna-

t】ve to solve the difficulties of the effective approach. On an

anisotropic lattice, where tl-e temporal lattice spacing q IS

smaller than the spatial one as, one can achieve atmq<1

while keeping asm(l- ¥. Therefore, using anisotropic lat-

tices, one can reduce O{(a,mq)") (/7- l,2,... ) discretiza-

tion errors while the computer cost is much less than that

needed for tllc isotropic lattice at tlle same 〟′. Naively 】t is

expected that the reduction of O((a,m,.)") errors entails the

reduction of most ofdiscretization e汀ors due to a large quark

mass, since tlle On-shell colldition ensures that the large en-

crgy scale Rows only into the temporal direction as far as one

considers the static particle, lvith zero or small spatial m0-

nZeJrtum. If sucll a naive expectation is correct, the discreti-

zation error is controlled by a small parameter a,mq as it is

for light quarks, and one can achieve even better accuracy by

taking a continuum limit. However, it is not obvious that one

can eliminate all 0((a∫′)icI)") errors at the quantum level,

even if it is possible at the tree level.

Anotllcr advantage of tlle anisotropic lattice, which is

more practical, is that a finer temporal resolution allows us to

dctcnllinc large illasses more accurately. Tllis llas been aト

ready demonstrated in simulations of the glueball [20,21]

and the hybrid meson [8].

Klassen calculated the charmoruum spectrum in the

quenched approximation, employing lattices with the ratio of

the temporal and spatial lattice spacings t;…asla,-2 and 3,

as a feasibility study oftlle allisotropic approach [18,19]. He

tuned the ratio of the temporal and spatial hopping param-

eters 」=K, /Ks -Ion-pcrturbativcly by demanding the relativ-

istic dispersion relation for i一一esons. For the spatial clover

coefficient cs , he adopted two choices: the tree level tadpole

improved value correct for any mass {a,mq~^Q) and that

correct only in the massless (a,m =0) limit, in order to

make a colllparison. He mainly studied tllC Sp】n splitting of

tllc spcctruI一一. and obtai-一ed an unexpected result that two

different choices of the clover coemcients lead to two differ-

ent values of the S-state hyper石nc splitting even in the con-

tinuum limit [18,19]. The continuum limit is of course

unique, and clearly, at least one of the two continuum ex-

trapolations is misleading. Since the 1-yperfine splitting is
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sensitive to the clover coemcicnts, it is plausible that the

disagreelllent is due to a large discretization e汀or arising

from the clloice of tlle clover coefficients. In an unpublished

paper [19], 1c pointed out tlle possibility that the

O{(」a,mqY)-0{{a:、間(/)") errors still remain with his

choice of the parameters, vvlucll we review in the next sec-

tion. A sinlilar statemCllt can be found in some recent studies

[22,23]. In fact, 1-c adopted rather coarヲe lattice spacings as

空0.17-0.30 fm where aJnq-¥. It is tl-en questionable

wlletller tlle reliable c011timlulll cxtrapolatioI- is performed at

such coarse lattice spaemgs.

Usiilg tllC Sa】1ic ailisotroplc approacll as Klassen, Chen

llas recently calculated tllc quenched charnlonium spectrum

[24]. She employed 」-2 and finer(as-0.10-0.25 fm) lat-

tices, and adopted tlle tree level tadpole improved clover

coefficient cJ correct for any mass, which is expected to be

better tllan tllC O山cr cllOICC tllat is co汀ect only in tlle mass-

less limit. She computed not only the ground state masses

but also the first excited state masses, and extrapolated them

to the continuum limit. Her results at 」-2 are consistent

with Klassen's results at |-2 and 3 with the same choice of

the clover coe用cicnts.

Since C¥len's calculation was perfonlled only at 」-2,

similar calcuIations at different values of J using fine lattices

are needed to check tlle reliability of tlle continuum limit

from tlle anisotropic approach. In addition, the complete

P-statc fine structure has not yet obtained in this approach so

far, since the mass of Piixci) statc nas not been measured

in previous studies.

In tllis work, we present a detailed study of the charmo-

mum spectrum什0m thc anisotropic lattice QCD. We per-

fbn一一simulations in the quenched approximation at 」-3,

employing　伝nc lattice spacings in the range a∫

-0.07-0.2　firl We attempt to determine the ground state

masses of all the S and P states (including 3p2) as we'l as

their first excited state masses. To estimate the systematic

errors accurately, we adopt botl- the tree level tadpole lm-

proved value and non-perturbative one for 」, and both the

pole mass and kinetic mass for M|a,(lS) which is tuned to

the experimental value. We focus on the lattice spacing de-

pendcncc and continuui一一limit of tl-e mass splittings. We

compare our results with the previous anisotropic results by

Klasscil atld Cllen to clleck tlle C011sistcncy, and with expen-

mental values [25] to estimate the quenching effect.

In addition, to understand the discrepancy of the hyperhne

splitting mentioned above, we make a leading order analysis

using the potential model. To examine the effect of clover

coefficients, we estimate tlle hyperfinc splitting at leading

order. Comparing the leading order estimates with numerical

results for tl-c hyperfine splitting, we attempt to find a prob-

able solution for this problem. Our preliminary results are

already reported in Refs. [26,27].

Tliis paper is orga-1ized as follows. III Sec. II, we summa-

rize and discuss the theoretical aspect of tl-c amsotropic lat-

tice QCD. In Sec. Ill, we give details of our simulation. Our

results for the cl-armonium spectra arc shown in Sec. IV,

where we attempt to take the continuum limit and estimate

the quenching effect. We address the problem of the discrep-
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ancy of the Ilyper伝nc splitting and study the effect of clover

coefficients in Sec. V. Section VI is devoted to our conclu-

sions.

II. ANISOTROPIC LATTICE QCD ACTION

In this section we first define tl-e anisotropic lattice action

used in tllis work and fix notations. We then derive the tree

level values of bare parameters in our 1-nassive quark action,

and discuss effects of tllc anisotropy. Althougll it was already

discussed in earlier papers [22,23], we brieRy describe the

outline of derivations in order to be self-contained. We also

consider tlle tadpole iilnprovement of bare parameters and see

how tree level values are modはcd.

A. Amsotropic gauge action

llHllis work, we use tllc sta一一dard Wilso-I gauge action

denned on an anisotropic lattice:

where β-6/g- is the gauge coupling, and Pss>(x) and

Psl(x) afc the spatial and temporal plaquettes with P-^x)

- jRc7rUfl,,(x). The anisotropy is introduced by the pa-

rameter 」。 and we call this the "bare amsotropy." We denote

spatial and temporal lattice spacings as as and a, and de伝ne

the "renormahzed anisotropy" 」=aja,. We have |-e;o at
the tree level, and the 」-t;(」o>β) at finite β can be deter-

mined non-pcrturbatively by Wilson loop matching [28-30].
In numerical simulations, there are two methods for anisot-

ropy tuning: eitl-er varying JO to keep J constant or vice

versa. Since the fonller lS lllore convenient for keeping the

physical size constant and easier for performing the con-

tinuum extrapolation, we adopt it in this work.

B. Amsotropic quark action

For the quark action, we employ the space-time asymmet-

ric clover quark action Oll al一 anisotropic lattice proposed in

Refs. [18,191:

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 094508

with tl-c Wilson coefficients (rO,>',)-(>', ,r∫) and

For tl-e held tensor Flアl- we adopt the standard cloverleaf

definition. Note that, in Eq. (3), thc factors in什ont of spatial

Wilson and clover operators include Jo ratl-cr than 」. This is

merely a convention and there is no deep theoretical reason.

This action is essentially the same as the one employed by

Klassen [19] and Chen [24]. In Chen's work, -owever, vo

was a tuning parameter with v- 1 fixed. Tllc two parametn-

zations arc related to each other by a field rescaling

砿≠血/Jv. Tl-erefore　{in。,vQ,叫o)。}　corresponds to

{mo/v,¥lv,o)lv,oi。Iv) in our convention. Among these six

parameters {///0, v,rs ,r, ,叫o)。}, at least one is redundant, so

that we take r, as a redundant parameter and use it to remove

the fermion doublers. Although rs may not be taken arbitrary

in the O{a) improved anisotropic quark action [23] for the

matrix elements, it can be taken arbitrary for the hadron mass

ca一culation. Therefore we always set /・,- 1 and leave rs free

in this work. The remaining parameters {m(),v,tx),a)o} are

used to tune the quark mass and reduce the lattice discreti-

zation error.

For convenience in numerical simulations, we also

present the quark action in a different form. Rescaling the

fields ifrx, tlle quark action can be transformed into a fon一一

given by

where K∫　and csj arc the spatial and te-nporal 1-oppi一一g

parameters and the clover coefficients, respectively. The hop-

ping paran-ctcrs 〝∫.∫ arc related to tl-c bare quark mass間()

- a,m(/o through

a,mqQ=1/{2K,)-3r誹- 1, 6=K,IKs.  (8)

The form. Eq. (7), on the anisotropic lattice is the same as

that on the isotropic lattice in Ref. [11]. Note however tl-at

RcE [1 1] uses the inverse of our definition for 」. We refer to

tlleir de伝Ilition as Cv…KJK - ¥I」. Using Eq. (8) one can

More precisely, Chen used the language ′右,i',,Cも¥v"csw} in-

stead of{mo, i,(い叫w。}.
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convert {m^,」} to {K,-K,}. In our convention, the relation

between {v,o),(d。} and {」,c¥、 ,c,} is given by

C-^lv, cs-o)lv, c,-i;()too/v　　　(9)

or, equivalently,

"-」o/C, w-csi>, w。-ォ・'/"/^o・　　(10)

Following Re川1], we call tl-c quark action Eq. (3) as
the "mass fonll and Eq. (7) as tllC "hopping parameter

form."

C. Tree level tuning of bare parallletcrs for arbitrary mass

To derive the tree level value of bare parameters, we fol-

low the Fermilab method and calculate the lattice Hamil-

tonian [11]. After some algebra (see tl-c Appendix for de-

tails), we obtain the lattice Hamiltonian, Eq. (A9). Using the

Foldy-Wouthuysen-Tani (FWT) transformation, Eq. (A1 7),

we then transform it to the non-relativistic form, in which the

upper components of the Dirac spinor completely decouple

斤om the lower ones (i.e., elimmate γ・D and α E). The

transformed Hamutonian is given by

where綜　andc's arcdefinedinEq.(A8).The∑ Bterm
gives tlle leading order contribution to the -ypcrhnc splitting,

while the [γ・D,γ E] term yields the fine structure splitting.

The matching condition HU-HKR+O(a-) is equivalent
to

ni]-m2-mB-in」-int/,　　　(16)

Trus yields the tree level valuc of bare parameters for tlle

massive quark:

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 094508

(19)

We note that cs is independent of the quark mass, while v

and c, have complicated mass dependences. The term i;QmO

=aJmqo seems to exist in Eq. (17) and (19). To see this

explicitly, we expand 〟 and c, in wO. This gives

l         1

v- ¥ +チ(1 -fo′・・て)/Mo+云[- 1 +6」o'-,+3(」o'-5)2]'サ5

+ o(w。),　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(20)

1

ct-と塾+-[-2-3」o/-J+3(柄)2]mo+O(m孟)・
2

(21)

The asmqQ term, which is O{ 1 ) for heavy quarks at currently

accessible lattice spacings ofas　-2 GeV, appears in v and

c, even at the tree level. Since Jo'"0-<Vサ</O IS always mul-

tiplied by the spatial Wilson coe用cient rs in Eqs. (20) and

(21), one can eliminate the asm(/o term at the tree level by

clloosing

r,- l/」。.　　　　　　　(22)

However, tllis ctlOICC las the disadvantage that the mass

splitting between u一一physical doubler states and the physical

state decreases as 」。 increases. Moreover, the hopping terms

in the quark action arc no longer propo什Ional to the 1 ±γF,

projection operators. It is also doubtful that, beyond the tree

level, the asm,10 term can be still eliminated by this choice.

If one adopts the collventional cllOICC

J・.ヾ　　　　　　　　　　(23 )

the asmqo ten-n remains, but the unphysical doubler states

decouple. This choice also has the practical merit that the

quark action has the full projection property, so that the cod-

ing is easier and the computational cost is lower.

Tllc trcc-lcvcl full mass dependences of v and c, for rs

-1/f。 and rs-1 arc shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In order to

compare at the same as, we cl-oosc mxas as the horizontal
-1

axis instead ofni¥a, where ni¥ is the pole mass. Since as

≧1 GeV and //;-≦wb。tl。m-4.5 GeV in current typical

simulations, we plot results for ni¥as^4.

For/-∫- 1/」。 shown in Fig. 1, both v andc, are monotonic

functions in mass, and they converge to their massless values

as 」。 increases at any fixed values of m]as- Hence, the

as'"qo dependence can be controlled by increasing Jo. At 」

0945 08-4
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FIG. 1. Tree level full mass dependences of i, and c, for ri- 1/i- 1/」。. Horizonta一 axis is the pole mass in spatial lattice units 〝'!".

-」log(l+mQ). Vertical axis is normalized to be 1 in the massless limit.

-100 the mass dependences of 〟 and c′ conlplctcly disap-

pear with the cost that the physical and unphysical states are

almost degenerate. In actual simulations with /・、- 1/」o< tak-

ing 2≦Eo<宅2c to dccoup】e unphysical doublcrs, one is al-

lowed to use the nlasslcss values for 〟 and c′, sI!lcc their

mass dependences are monotonic and very weak. In this case

mass dependent parameter tuning can be avoided even at

o5w0-l.

For J・∫- 1 , 0n tllc otllCr 1-and, the mass depcildcllces of 〟

and c/ are complicated and non-negligible even for large JO.

Indeed v and c, do not converge to their massless values as

Jo increases at fixed nixas , as shown in Fig. 2. The deviation

from the massless values at 」。-2 is smaller thall tllc one at

J0- 1 , but it becomes larger again as |o increases. Therefore,

taking JO=2-3 in simulations with /・5- 1 , one needs to per-

form a mass dependent parameter tuning.

Forboth choices of rs, it is betterto use a moderate value

of JO, rather than excessively large values. In our numerical

study of tlle CllamlOn-um spectra, we adopt the clloice J・∫

- 1 , and make a mass dependent parameter tuning, due to

the practical reasons mentioned above.

Fillally we show tlle tree level value oftl-e parameters in

the massIess limit. By taking tf,w(/0-0 in Eqs. (17)-(19),
one obtanlS

in the hopping parameter form. Note that tllere is an ambi-

guity in the tree level value ofa∫/fJ,, since 」。-」 at tne trcc

level but 」。≠ 」 in the simulation. Fortunately, this ambiguity

almost disappears after the tadpole improvement, as shown

in the next subsection.

FIG. 2. Thesameas Fig. 1, but for/*.,-!.
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D. Tadpole mipr0、,cment

In this section we apply the tadpole impro¥′cment [31] to

the parameters of the anisotropic lattice action at the tree

level in order to partially lncludc higher order corrections.

One first rewrites the lattice action using a more continuum-

like link variable Ui。-Uj{)lus ,、 where 〝s,l (v,サ) is the

expectation value of the spatial or temporal link variable;

i.e., one rep一aces

Uija- ".v.A.0 -　　　　　　(26)

and then repeats tl-e trcc-lcvcl calculations. We will silOW

below how the tree-level values of bare parameters are modi-

ficd.

/. Gauge action

By the replacement of Eq. (26). the anisotropic gauge

action Eq. (1 ) bccon-cs

Requiringspace-timesyn-mctryfortl-caction・Eq.(27)-in

theclassicallimit,oneobtainsthetree-leveltadpole-

improvedvalueoftheanisotropy(denotedbyanindex

"TI"),

gTl-7--」。-(サ,/サ∫)&.(29)

InpracticeginEq.(29)agreeswiththerenornlalizcdan-

isotropyJwithinafew%accuracyatg--I.Thereforeone

canreplacethefactor(〟,///5)」obyJinthefollowingcqua-

tions.Thissimplifiesthetreelevelexpression.Moreover,the

arbitrarinessforthechoiceofanisotropydisappears.

2.FLrationaction

Whenthefernlionactionisrelvrittenintermsof(/,and

UoinsteadofU,-andU(),theactionkeepsthesameform

with

・HYSICAL REVIEW D 65 094508

Using parameters witl- the tilde, one ca-I repeat the denva-

tion in the previous subsection. For a massless quark. one

obtanlS

As can be seen in Eqs. (35) and (36), the tadpole improve-

mcut cliillinatcs the uncertainty ofclloicc ofanisotropy (i.e..

whether to chose 」。 or 」) at tree level. Converting to the

t〝,叫w。} convention, one obtains

Note that v is normalized to 1 sii-C‥ノequals Jo/」 and not

f/」; hence, the fonllcr definition is practically more convc-

nient than the latter one. Note also that tadpole factors in c,Tl

and to吉arc different because too equals c,v/i;0 and not

c.v/t

Similarly. for massive quarks, tadpolc-n一一proved tree-level

estimates become
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III. SIMULATIONS

We proceed to calcLllate tl一c cllan一一oniui一一spcctmtll ill 111C

quenched approximation as our first nun-ericaI study using

the anisotropic lattice. In this section we describe tlle com-

putational details of our quenched charmonium calculation.

A. Choice of simulation parameters

For the gauge sector, we use the anisotropic Wi一son gauge

action given in Eq. (1). Throughout this paper, we employ

g-3, where J is tllc renormalized anisotropy. 1-I order to

achieve g-3, we tune the bare anisotropy JO. using tl-c pa-

ranlctnzatioll Of TJ…」/fo given by Klassen [29]:

(42)

We pcrfon一一simulations in the quenched approximation、

at four valLics of gauge coupling β-5.70, 5,90, 6.10 and

6.35. These couplings correspond to (J∫-0.07-0.2 fm and

(V'cham、-0.16-0.48 for /wcharm- 1.4 GcV. The spatial lat-

ticc sizeL is chosen so that the physical box size is about 1.6

fin, while tllc temporal Iatticc size T is always set to be T

-2」L-6L.

For the charm quark, we use the arusotrop一c clover quark

action, Eq. (7), witll the conventional choice of tl-c spatial

Wilson coefficient, ;¥- 1 , as mentioned in Sec. II C. We take
I　:

two values for tllc bare quark mass ;??0-(w。.ihq) at each β

in order to interpolate (or extrapolate) results in mQ to the

el-arm quark mass maharm. Tl-e charm quark mass maharm

fixed什om tl一c cxpcrimenta】 value of the spin averaged lo

meson mass. In tin's procedure, we use both the pole mass

A/p。i,. and kinetic mass M^n for the lS meson. For 」, tlle
ratio of the hopping parameters, we adopt both the tree-level

tadpole-improved value J and a non-perturbative vとlIuc JNP

determined什0--i ll-c meson dispersion relation. We describe

our method of tuning J in detail in Sec. Ill C. For the spatia一

clover coef罰cicnt L・.‥　WC Clllploy the tree-Icvcl tadpole-

improved va一ue for massivc quarks, Eq. (39). Note that c.、

has no mass dependence at the tree level. On the other hand,

we adopt the tree-level tadpole-improved value in the mass-

less limit, Eq. (36), for tl-c temporal clover cocflicicnts c,.

We discuss possible systematic errors arising from our
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TABLE I. Sii一一ulation parameters. La, is calculated using a ".

the l乙mice spacing detenllined from /・,

5.70 3 2.346 1.966 2.505 0.204 83×48 .63

5.90 3 2.411 1.840 2.451 0.137 123×72 .65

6.10 3 2.4" 1.762 2.416 0.099 】63×96 I.59

6.35 3 2.510 I.690 2.382 0.070 243×144 1.67

choice of the parameters J andcs , in Sec. Ill E. The tadpolc

factors 〟.‖in Eqs. (36) and (39) arc estimated by the mean

plaqucttc prescription:

If we adopted the alternative definition

-(p.、′)】!:/(p*,') instead, */, would be greater than 1. We

use J instead of(//,///ぷHO in Eq. (36).

Gauge co-捕gurations are generated by a 5-hit pseudo I-cat

bath update supplemented by four over-relaxation steps.

These configurations are then fixed to tllc Coulomb gauge at

every 100-400 sweeps. On each gauge fixed con翁guration,

we invert the quark matrix by the BiCGStab algorithm to ob-

tain the quark propagator. We always perform tl-e iteration of

the BiCGStab inverter by γ times, vvllere T is the temporal

lattice size. By changing the stopping condition for the quark

propagator, we lavc checked tllat tllis criterion is sufficient

to acllicvc the desired numerical accuracy. We accumulatc

400- 1 000 configurations for hadronic measurements.

Our simulとition parameters are compiled in Tables I and

II. In Table日, we compare some of the parameters used in

our siillulatioll (labeled by `'set A") witll tllose in tlle previ-

ous studies by Klassen ('`set B" and "set D") [18,19] and by

Chen (Hset C") [24] for later references.

B.れIeson operators

In this Work, we calculate all of S- and P-state nleson

masses ofcharn-onia, namely S。(tjc), 5,(7/¢), 】pMc),

'p。ix,-。), 3p¥(x。 ) and P^ixci)- F-r tn's computation,

we measure the correlation function of the operators which

have the same quantum number as one of above particles. In

Table IV we give the operators for the S- and P-state mesons.

Tllere are tu′o types of operators: tllosc oftllc fonll ¢r¢ a一一d

or ¢rA少, Whcrc ド represents a co一一ibn-ati0-- Or γ matnccs

and A tl-e spatial latticc derivative. We call them tl-　op-

crator and the PA operator, respectively. The latter appears

only for the P-state mesons. Note that there are two lattice

representations for the P, state (E and T representations)

due to breaking of rotational symmetry.

Wc mcasurc the corre一ation functions of the T operators

094508-7
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TABLE II. Silllulutioll parametcrs continued. In fourth colui一一一1, "NP" and "TI'denote the nonperturba-

live and tree lel・cl tadpole i一一叩roved values for J respective一y- cps.＼r are the speed ol light obtained from the

fit for the pscudoscalとir ('so) and vector (3S,) 1--csons.

β　　L・1×γ　` '(/()　　　　　　　swecp/conf No. conf cj-S Cv

5.70 83×48 0.320 2.88 NP loo 1000 l.005(ー0) 1.008(ll

5.70 83×48 0.253 2.85 (NP) 一oo ー000 1.005(10) 1.008 11)

5.70 8-1×48 0.320 3.08 (TI 00 ー000 0.962(9) 0.965(10

5.70 8j×48 0.253 3.03 (TI 一oo 000 0.966(9) 0.969(10)

5.90 123×72 0.144 2.99(NP汀I) 100 00 ().991(8) 0.993(9)

5.90 123×72 0.090 2.93(NP汀I) loo 000 0.9918) 0.994 9)

6.10 I63×96 0.056 3.01 (NP) 200 600 0.997 9) 0.997(9)

6. 0 163×96 0.024 2.96 (NP) 200 600 0.997(9 0.997 9)

6.10 .63×96 0.056 2.92 (Tl) 200 600 I.017(9) .018(9)

6. 0 I63×96 0.024 2.88 (Tl 200 600 1.017(9) 1.016(10

6.35 243×】44 - 0.005 2.87(NP/TI) 400 400 1.006(ll I.0ー1(ll)

6.35 243×144 ー0.035 2.81(NP′T0 400 400 1.007(12 I.009(ll)

where/吉is a source smearing function, and Wc always adopt

a point sink. We enlploy the point source (.v-0) witl- /r

-Sxo and an exponentially smeared source (5= 1) with

rr-*,e~B.¥x¥ where A、 and Bt arc s一一一caring parameters.

Therefore we have tllree source combinations, ss -00, 01

and ll, for the T operators. The smearing parameters A、 and

Bs at each (3 arc chosen so that the effective mass of the lS

meson forss -01 has a wide plateau.

To obtain the correlation functions of the FA operators,

WC nleasure

withAJ and Bs the samc as tl-osc for5- 1. Forthe Po state.
J　　　　　　　　　′

for example, we calculate Cip -∑;.y-.C*f/ with I>γi・

For tllc FA operators, we have two source combinations.

∫∫'-02 and 12. 111 total. ∫-state lllesons laVe ∫∫'-00, 01

and 1 1 source colllbinations, and f-statc mesons have 00, 01,

ll, 02 and 12 source combinations except for Pっ. Since

thcrc is no V operator for *p2, it has only 02 and 12 source

colllbillat ioilS.

To calculate tllc dispersion relation ofS-state mesons, we

measure correlation functions for four lowest non-zero m0-

111cnta,

fl,P-(2汀/L)×〈(I一o,0), (1,1,0), (1,1,1). (2,0,0)},

(47)

in addition to those at rest. Correlation functions with the

ヲamc value of |p| but different orientations are averaged to
lncreasc tllc statistics.

C. Tuning bare quark mass /// and fcrmion anisotropy C

Let us describe our metllod of tuning J and wO in detail.

We determine the input parameters w。 (-w。>′壷) and C
J

(-」TI,」NP) as follows. First 、vc fix 」-」-3 and choose mA

TABLE日. Compansoi- of simulation parImictcrs in various anisotropic lattice studies oftl一c cc spectrum. In the third to fifth columns,

TI {m≧0), TI (in -0) and NP respectively denote the tree level tadpole improved value for i一一assivc quとirks, vvllidl are correct only in the

massless limit and the non-pcrturbativc vとiluc. Tl-c sixth colui-m shows ",hich l一一ethod is used for the estii一一ation of the tadpole factors Jr、.I

(the plaquette prescription ul'or the Lan血1 ---can link prescription 〃'). The scvcntl- coluim=ho、vs which lS l一一ass is tuned to the

experimental value. The eighth colun-n denotes quantities used for the scale setting. The fin;ll collll一一t- is the continuum estimate of the

hypcrfinc splitting from theォT-lineこu- lit 、vitl- ll-c scこIie sol by /・(,.

・75　McV

-75　MeV

-75　MeV

-95　MeV
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TABLE IV. S- :)nd />-sl;lte operators. In tllc first乙川d second

columns, tl-e state is Iとibclcd byヱ∫ yLj and JPC r叩cctivcly. The

tlllrd colunln shows the particle name for the charn-oniMll hnlily.

In the fourth and fifth columns, 1、c give the corresponding I op-

crator and FA operator.

Name r operator　　　　ユoperator

and m孟where the 15 meson mass roughly agrees witl- the

experimental value. Tllen we detcnllinc botll the trcc-lcvel

tadpole-improved value J and the nollperturbとitivc value

c'atm。-mA and /;;吉.

To obtain J at fixed //;,>, we use Eqs. (33)とmd (38). We

replace the factor u,/us in Eq. (38) wit!1 」/&, using Eq. (29).
On the other hand, 」N is obtained by demanding that the

relativistic dispersion relation is restored at si一一all momenta

for the 15 meson. The dispersion relation on a lattice is

given by

where c is called the "speed of light," and Mvo¥e and A/kin are
the pole and kii-CtlC masses of tlle I ∫ mCSOI一. TllrOLIgll0ut

this paper, a capital letter Mdenotes the meson mass, vvllilc a

small one /;; the quark mass. Generally c is not equal to one

due to lattice artifacts. We extract the speed of light c by
触ing E(p)- linearly in p- for three or four lowest illOmcnta,

1 .

since the linearity of E(p)- in p- is well satisfied. We iden-

tify J with a point where c-¥　or cquivalently A/poie
-A/i^ for the 15 nlcson. To determine 」 , we perform

preparatory simulations and calculate c for 」-2.8, 3.0 and

3.2 at w。-/;;。 and ′'右ISII一g 一oo-200 gauge co-捕gurations.
1

Then we find 」-f , wllcrc c- 1, fronl all interpolation of

」. As shown in Table Iいllc speed ofligllt c at JNP is indeed
equal to I within l%、 whicl- is roughly tl-c size oftllc sta-
tistical error.

Production runs for the cllarmonium spectrum described
l

in Sec. IllA arc perfon一一cd at w。-(w。,/;/。) and 」

-(」 ,」NP) for cacl- β. Accidentally, for β-5.90 a一一d 6.35,

」"-」"''holds ＼vithin our numerical accuracy, so we use the

samc data for tllC allalysis at tllCSC β.

Finally we linearly illtC叩olatc or cxtrapolこite results at

′′'。-(′心〝7言) to those at w。-〝・t-こIn一一, with fixed 」 (- 」" or

」 ). As already mentioned, we identify w呂nan一一with a point

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 094508

wtlere the spin-averaged I S meson mass A/lal( I S) in iulits of

a pllysical quantity OI is equal to the corresponding experi-
nlcntal value:

with M叩(15)-3067.6 McV for chan一一onium. In this

work, we adopt the Somnler scale ∫ and tllc spin-averaged

mass splittillgs　アM{¥P-1S)=M(¥P)-M(¥S)　and

AM(2S-1S)-M(2S)-M(15) as the scale quantity Q. The

spin-averaged masses are defined by

Af(nS) -[3M{n3sl )+Af(n]so)]/4,　　　(51 )

M(nP)-[3M(n}Pl)+5M(nip2)+3M{nip])

+ M(/73po)]/12　　　　　　　　(52)

witl-ォ(- 1<2,. ‥ ) the radial quantum number. Tllc cxpcn-

mcntal values of the mass splitti-lgs AM(¥P-15) and

AM(2S-¥ S) are 457.9 MeV and 595.4 McV, respectively.

TIle cxpenlllelltal values of ∫一o IS Ilot knowll, and we use a

phcnomcnological estimate ・。-0.50 ftll. For the definition

of the lattice meson mass Mla, in Eq. (50), we have two

choices in thecaseof」-」 : one is thepole mass Mpo¥eand
tllC Otllcr is the kinetic lnass 〟kin蝣Oil tllc otllCr llalld, ill lllC

case of 」-」NI, Mpoie-Mki∫- should hold by definition. In

practice, tllcrc cail be small deviations due to tlle statistical

error. Therefore we have 4 (-2×2) clloiccs for (A/)aいO m

total.

D. Mass <iHing

From meson correlation functions we extract the meson

mass (energy) by standard x- fitting with a multi-hyperbolic-

cosine ansatz (tenlled /7,,,-cosh fit below)

whereテS 'represents the source combination (00, 01. etc.), t
is the tlnle separation from the source, and /;,- is the number

of states included in the fit.

We dctcnllme the mass of the ground state and the first
radial excited state for each particle, and the mass splittings

such as AA/(lP-¥S) andアM(2S-)S), from a 2-cosh伝t

using several correlation functions witl- different source

combinations simultaneously. Here we use the correlation

functions ofss'-00, 01 and ll sources for S states, while

00, ll, 02 and 12 sources are used for P states except for

3p,. For 3/>,, we use the correlation functions of02 and 12

sources. The 2-cosh fit for eacl1 5 state always gives the

ground state mass consistent with tllat from tllCトcosh fit. On

tllc otllcr hand, for the P state, the 2-cosh fit is preferred over

llle 1-cosll fit because the lP mass from tllC 1-cosh fit using

the correlation function of H and 12 sources occasionally

disagrees by a few o% due to excited state contaminations. To

094508-9
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FIG. 3. 5-state eflccti、,c masses at β-5.90, `1,/n^-0.144 and f=2.99. The left figure shows the 1 5() masses at p≠0・ ",hilc the right

showsthe l'so and 'Si masses forthesourcess'-00, 01 and ll.

determine the mass of the first excited stateこIccuratcly, it is

better to adopt results from the 3-cosh fit. However, we do

not perform the 3-cosh fit systematically because of the in-

stability of it, and adopt results from the 2-cosll fit for the

伝rst excited state mass. Tllis may cause an ovcrcstimation of

the first excited state mass due to a contamination from

higher excited states.

To determine the spin-averaged lS Illass and tllC IS

energy at p≠0, and tllc spin mass splittings such as

&M(¥3sr¥ lso) and AM( l3prl3pO), weperform a 1-cosh
fit ("fit- 1) using the source combination wl-ich gives the

widest plateau in the effective mass. We use the 01 source for

the Sstate and the 12 source for the P state. We always check
that the spln mass splitting from a simultaneous 2-cosh fit

mentioned above agrees with that from the　-cosh fit within

l0--2a. We also check that the splitting AA/(1Jp,-13/>。)

斤om a 1-cosh fit using the ll source agrees witll that using

the 12 source.

In these analyses, we pcrforn- both the uncorrclatcd fit
and the correlatcd fit whicll takes account of the correlation

between different time slices and different sources. The un-

correlated fit is always stable and gives x-I^df≦0.5 (Q

1 ). The correlated fit witll　-cosh ansatz is also stable and

produces results consistent with those from tllc uncorrelated

fit However、 the correlated 2-cosh fit is often unstablc, either

failing to invert tllc covanance matrix or giving large

x-INdf> 1 even if it converges. Therefore we adopt the un-

correlated fit for our final analysis.

The fitting range [fmjn,/max] for the 伝nal allalysis is deter-

mined as follows. From an inspection of the effective mass

plot, we determine /max whicl- roughly has the same physical

length independent ofβ. We repeat the 1- and 2-cosh fits for

each β, varying /mjn with fixed /max, and find a range of/r

where the ground state mass and the first excited state mass

(for 2-cosh fit) arc stable against /min. We also clleck that it
has reasonable value of x二/NDF The伝nal t,一一is tl-en cho-

sen from the region accepted above so tllat its physical

length is roughly cqual independent of β.

Typical cxampics of the effective mass plot and

rmin-dependencc of the fitted mass are silOlvn in Figs. 3, 4

and in Fig. 5, rcspcclively. Our finとil fitting ranges arc sum-

manzcd in Table V. Statistica一 errors of masses and mass

splittings arc estimated by the jackknife method. The typical

bin size dependences of jackknife errors for the ground state

masses arc silown in Figs. 6 and 7. We always adopt a bin

size of lO configurations, i.e., 1000-4000 sweeps.

K. Scaling violation and ttlc continuum limit

We discuss scaling violation for our action and how the

results at finite (∫.、 are extrapolated to the continuum limit

El5-0. Since we use the anisotropic Wilson gauge action

with nonperturbatively tuned 」。, the scaling violation from

the gauge sector starts at O({`'.ォAqCD)-).

For the quark sector, we use the anisotropic clover quark

action with tadpole-improved clover coefficients cs l, and

cither the tadpole-improved value J or nonperturbative

、′alue J for 」. Since we adopt the tree-level tadpole-

improved value of cs for massive (`V"`1 =0) quarks, tllC
scaling violation arising from the choice of c.、 is

FIG. 4. P-statc (l'/M clTcctivc masses at β-5.90, a,mqv>

-0.144 and 」-2.99. The left figure sholvs the nlasses from the I

opcratoいVhilc the right si-O、vs those from tl-c I A operator.
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FIG. 5. Fit range (/mjn) dependence of masses at β-5.90, a,m(f0-0.¥44 and 」-2.99. The legend denotes the state (伝t ansatz, quark

source).

O((asAQCD)-) and O(αcisAqcD). On the other hand, for c,

we adopt the tree-level tadpole-improved value correct only

in the massless (asm(/=O) limit, which generates an addi-

tional O(cixAqcD-asmtI)- O(a-AQCDm(l) error. Recall that

the asmq (not only a,m(.) dependence of the parameter re-

mains with our choice of the spatial Wilson coemcient rs
-1 at the tree level, as discussed in Sec. ll. 1ll tllc case of

」- 」 , therefore, the scaling violations are O((cixAqcD)-)

and O(a-AQCDniq) at leading order, and O(αa∫Aqcd) at

next-to-lcading order. The size of these errors are estimated

to be O((`'.vAoCD)2)-7%-1 %, 0(`′;AQayサ(/)-37%-4%

and 0(α`'.vAqcd)=4%-1 % for β=5.70-6.35 correspond-

ing to as　--・0-2.8GeV. Here we took AQCD

-250 McV (-AJV -) and #ォv-1.4 GeV (-'"charm), and

the rcnon一一alized coupling constant `¥ is estimated斤om Eq.

TABLE V. Fit ranges we adopted. In the first column, AS and A/3 dcllote the S- and P-stlite spin mass

splitting respectively.

State Fit form Source Fit range (/血/I,,一ax)

β-5.70　　β-5.90　　β-6.10　　β-6.35

15 ,2 5 2-co sh 0 0十0 】+ ll tl′24 17/36 22′4 8 3 2′72

¥P ,2 P 2ーco sh 00 + ll+ 02 + 12 7′18 11′25 15′35 2 1′50

¥S ,A S 1-co sh 0 1 13′24 19/36 26/48 3 8/72

l-SX p ^ O ) トco sh 0 1 13′22 2 0/3 2 26′45 4 0/6 6

A P トcosh 12 1/18 17/2 5 23/35 3 3ノ5 0
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FIG. 6. Bin size dependence of jackknife error ofa,M( 1 S。)

with p=O and p^O at β=6.10, `蝣;,/ォ　=0*024 ar-d 」-2.88.

(28). It is expected that the 0(αォvAQCD) errors arc largely

eliminated by the tadpole improvement.

When the tree level tadpole improved vこiluc f is used

instead ofJN , we have additiona一 0(α) and O(α`V"</) cr-

rors. since tllc kinetic tenll is a dimension four operator. TllC

size of the additional errors is estimated to be O(α)

=15%-12% and 0(α`蝣/,/ォ)-22%-6%. Again we expect

that the dominant part of this error is eliminated by the tad-

pole improvement.

In this work we adopt anォ;-lincar extrapolation for the

continuum limit, because the leading order scaling violation

is always 0((` vAqcd)2.小QCDi'iq) irrespective of the
choice of 」. We also perform an (t∫-linear extrapolation to

estimate systematic errors. In practice we use results at tllree

finest lattice spacings i.e., β=5.90-6・35 (`>sサh ≦ ) for the

continuum extrapolation, excluding results at　β-5.70

(`ismq> 1 ), which appear to have lar芦er discretization errors
as expected什om the naive order estmlate. Pcrfonlling such

extrapolations for all sets of A/|a,-(Mp。|。,Mkin) and 」

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 094508

FIG.7.Binsizedependenceofjackknifeerrorofa,M(1P¥)とIt
β=6.10,`i,mql)=0.024andf=2.」

-(C¥C)蝣>wcadoptthechoicewl-ichsi-owsthesmoothest

scalingbellaviorfortllcfinalvalue,anduseotherstocsti-
matetllcsystematicerrors.

IV.RESULTS

Nowwepresentourresultsoftllcquci-Cllcdcharmo-1ium
spectrulllobtaulcdwitlltheanisotrop-cquarkaction.Inttlis

section,wefirstcompareresultsoffwith」.Second,we
detenll】nethelatticescale,andstudytheeffectof(MhいE)
tuning.Wetllenshowtheresultsofcllarmomummassesand

masssplitti一一gs,andestimatetl-circontinuumlimit.

A.DispersionrelationandC

InFig.8,weplotatypicalexampleofthedispersion
霊tionandthesp

linearity。fE-冒ed

np冒tlight.Asshownintheleftfigure,

ssatisfiedwell.Indeedthe-effec-

つ.

tivespeedoflight,"dennedby

FIG. 8. Dispersion relation (left) and speed of light (right) of the S state at β-5.90, `j,w(/0-0.144 and 」-2.99. On the right, 、vc show
the effective speed o‖ight cet-<p) and the speed of light c from the fit.
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FIG. 9. The tadpole improved bare mass ino… '<・

-&/」 at 」-3. "TI" and "NP" denote the tree level tadpole lm-
proved value and nonperturbative value respectively. Circles and

l

squares are our data at m。-m。im孟(-m呂ham-) for β-5.7-6.35.

The error bars for the circles denote the statistical uncertainty of

v　-4。H　蝣We also plot KJassen's data at mQ-ma for β

-5.5-5.8 as open diamonds.

has a wide plateau as shown in the right耳gure. Therefore we

employ the linear丘t in/?- to extract the speed of light c from

E2. This 6gure also illustrates that the speed of light c for

so agrees well with tl-at for Si within errors. This is in-

deed the case for all data points as observed in Table II. The

speed of light c seeilns universal for all mesons as pointed out

in Ref. [24].

The nonperturbative value of 」, 」 , is obtained by de-

manding that the speed of light c is equal to 1 within 1 %. On

the other hand, the tree-level tadpole-improved value, 」 ,

gives c deviating from 1 by 2%-4%-i.e., la-Aa at most,

which is much smaller than the size of the O(α,αasmq)

error (12%-15%,6%-22%) estimated in the previous sec-

tion. This suggests that O(α,αasmq) errors associated with

C are almost eliminated by the tadpole improvement, as

expected.

In Fig. 9, yNP-」。/fNP and vT】-」。/」T- at m。-mA and
つ

Mq are plotted as a function of mo-a/m占. We find that vm

(circles) and vTl (squares and solid line) agree within errors

at wqsSOJ but deviate from each other at m0-0.5 ((3

TABLE VI. Simulation parameters and results

number of smearing steps we adopted.

PHYSICALREVIEWD65094508

-5.7).Thelatterisoneofthereasonswhyweexcludethis

po-ntintllecontinuumextrapolation.Onealsonoticesthat

tlleslopeofyapproachingthevaluey-1intl-econtinuui-1
limitissteep,andinaddition,thedifferencevK,NP-vforour
datadoesnothaveasmoothdependenceina,m(j吉.Asdis-

cussedinSec.V,thesefeaturesofpbringcomplicationsin
thescalingbcllavioroftllchypcrnnesplitting.

B.Latticescale

Inthiswork,wedeterminethelatticespacingviathe

Sommerscalero[32],theIP-15mesonmasssplitting,and

the2∫-1∫splitting.Weconlparetlleresultsobtainedwitll

thesedifferentscales,inordertoestimatethequenchinger-

rors.

).SL'
.alefromtheSommerscalern
Inordertocalculatetllestaticquarkpotentialneededfor

theextractionofrO,additionalpuregaugesimulationslisted

inTableVIareperformed.UsingLas^1.4fmlattices,we

measurethesmearedWilsonloopsatevery100-200sweeps

atsix!aluesofβintl-erangeβ=5.70-6.35.Detailsofthe

smearingmethod[33,34]arethesameasthoseinRef.[35].

WedeterminethepotentialV(r)ateachy8fromacorrelated

fitWltlltheansatz

where /*-/・!a∫ and t-t/a, are the spatial and temporal ex-

tent of the Wilson loop in lattice units. The fitting range of /

is chosen by inspecting the plateau of the effective potential

a,Vc汀</-,/)- ¥0g[W(r,t)/W(r,t+ 1)]. A correlated fit to V(r) is

then performed with the ansatz

where a- is the string tension and [ 1/r] is the lattice Coulomb

tcnll from one-gluon excllange:

for the Sommer scale rQ. The h他coluilln shows the

5 .7 0 2 .4 4 9 (3 5 12 J× 7 2 2 .4 5 4 15 0 10 0

5 .9 0 3 .6 4 4 (3 6 ) ¥2 y X 3 6 1.6 5 5 2 2 0 10 0

6 .0 0 4 .3 5 9 (5 1 ) 12 3 x 4 8 1.3 8 6 15 0 lo o

6 .ー0 5 .0 2 8 (3 5 ) 16 3× 4 8 .5 9 6 15 0 一o o

6 .2 0 5 .8 2 2 (3 3 ) 16 3× 6 4 1.3 7 10 2 2 0 10 0

6 .3 5 7 .19 8 (5 2ー 24 3× 7 2 .6 7 12 15 0 2 0 0
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FIG. 10. Results ofro/as. The left figure sho、vs typical fit range (rmin) dependence ofr。/as and its averaged value. The right is the

result ofa5/ro as a function ofβ and its伝t curve, Eq. (59).

with c- 1.65. The error ofro/as is estimated by adding the

jackknife error with bin size 5 and the variation over the

触ing range ofr. Keeping to the ansatz, Eq. (56), we attempt
three different fits: (i) 2-parameter 一it with e-irlM and /

-0石xed, (ii) 3-parameter fit with e-7r/12 fixed, and (iii)

4-parameter fit. We check that rQ/as什om these three fits

agree well within errors (see Fig. 10). We adopt J・o/fts斤om

the 2-parametcr fit as our石nal value. Results of ro/as at

each β arc summarized in Tab一e VI.

Next we fit ro/as as a function ofJ3 with the ansatz pro-

posed by Allton [36],

(a∫/>・())(β)-/(β)( ¥ +c2a(β)2+cMβ)4)/co,

(59)

ォ(o)s

where β, -6.00 and/(β) is the two-loop scaling Rmction of

SU(3) gauge theory,

andc,,(n=2,4)parametrizedeviationsfromthetwo-loop

scaling.Fromtllis恥weobtainthat

c0-0.01230(29),c2-0.163(54),c4-0.053(22)
(61)

withx-/NDF-0.5】.AsshowninFig.10,thefitcurvesre-

producethedataverywell.WeuseEq.(61)inourlater

analysis.Finally,weobtainasfromtheinputofr0

-0.50fm.Thevaluesof(JvateachβaregiveninTableI.

2.Scalefro〝icharmomum〝lasssplittings

ThequarkoniumIP-15and25-15splittingsarcoften

usedtosetthescaleinllcavyquarksimu一ationssincethe
cxpcm一一entalvaluesarewelldetermineda-ldtheyare

roughlyindependentofquarkmassforcharmandbottom.

HerewetakethespinaverageforlS,1Pand25masses,so

thatthemostoftheuncertaintiesfromthespinsplittingcan-
eelout.Thelatticespaci一一gat/ォ。-w呂1-isgivenby

・JF-」ola|/Oexpl(Q-*M(1P-¥S),AM(2S-1S)),

(62)

where」?iatdenotesthevalueinthetemporallatticeunit.We

usethedataof(A/po]e,」)andcheckthatotherchoicesdo

notcl-angea^sizably.InTableVIIwesummarizethevalues

ofinahan一一anda-forallQincluding・。,andplottheβ

dependenceofafinFig.ll.Weobservethatax'"s<a'-
∫
<a2S-]Sholdsforβ-5.70-6.35.Toshowthisexplicitly,on

tl-crightwealsoplottheratioa,IpASlar-and`∫三s-¥s'/ar-as
.l・'_ヽ
afunctionofa'0.Deviations什omunityarcabout-5%

I/MSlar
s¥+(10-15)%fora;s-]S/a'-andhence
fbr`la-f(iu-idj"/oloras

+(10-25)%fora:s-]S/alr-]satoursimu一ationpoints.The

majorsourceofdiscrepancyamongthelatticespacingsfrom

094508- 14
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TABLE VII. Bare charm quark mass inaharm and lattice spacing `i¥'ior Q-i・(い¥ P-¥S and 25-15.

β　　　　　　　′蝣()　　　　　　　　　　1 Ptl∫　　　　　　　　　　　2∫_l∫

5.70 0.2843(3 0.2037(0) 0.2994(1ー5) 0.2077(30 0.3782(190 0.2272(45)

5.90 0.1106 2 0.ー374(0) 0.0972(58) 0.1333(18) 0.ー664(150) 0.1544(44)

6.10 0.0319(1 0.0991(0 0.0155(60 0.0934 21 0.0632(110 0.1099(37

6.35 ー0.0ー79(1) 0.0697(0 -0.0301(43) 0.0650(18 0.01ー5(84 0.0808 30

different observables is tllc quenching effect. Another source

is the uncertainty of input value of7-0-0.50 fhl, whicll is

only a phenomcnological estimate. Other systematic errors

are expected fora~　for the following reasons. Our fitting

for 25 masses may be contaminated by higher excited states.

In addition, the lattice size -1.6 fm may be too small to

avoid finite size effects for 25" masses. On the other hand, the

fitting for 1 P masses arc more reliable, and we have checked

that the finite size effects are negligible for AM( 1 P-¥S) in

preparatory simulations (see alsoJlef. [24]). For these rea-

sons, we considerthe scalea　-　tobe thebest choice for

physical results on the spectrum. We present the results for

three scales in the following, however, to show the depen-

dcnce of the spectrunl on tlle Clloice of the input for the

lattice spacing. In order to make a comparison with the re-

suits by Klasscn and Cllen, who enlploy J・o to set tlle scale,

we use the results with a -.
∫

C. Effect of (A/,也,,f) tuning

In Fig. 12, we plot the results of spin-averaged mass split-

tings and spin mass splittings for each choice of(Mu,Q.

Tllc upper two 6gurcs show the spin-averaged splittings

AM(IP-IS) and AM(2S-1S), while the lower two show

theS-statehypcrfincsplittingAM(13S,-11S。)andthe

p-statcfinestructureAM(1ip]-p。).Numericalvaluesfor

eachchoiceatβ-6.1arcgiveninTableVIII.Hereweset

tllescalewithJ・becauseitllasthesmalleststatisticalerror,

Forallofmasssplitt】ngsinFig.12,theresu一tsfor
(AV-,」)=(A4in,」NP)wellagree

(A/kin,」TI),suggestingthatthemasssplit霊hthosefor

sareindepen-dentofthechoiceofJwhenevertheA/kintuningisadopted.

Thiscanbeunderstoodasfollows[11].Settingthemeasured

kineticmasstotheexperimentalvalueMkin-Mexptf-rtne

mesonroughlycorrespondstosettingW2-/Wcha,forthe

quark,wherethekineticmassforthequarkw2isgivenby

Eq.(13)atthetreelevel.Sincethespin-averagedsplittingis

dominatedbym2,settingm2-'サchann'oreacnJresultsin

thesalllevaluefortllissplitting.Witllourchoiceoftllespa-

tialc一overcoc用cicntcs-rs,niB-m2alsoholdsindepen-

dentofCattnetreelevel.Hencethespinsplittingtakes

approxi一一latelytllesanlcvaluebecauseitisdominatedbytlle

magneticmassmBgivenbyEq.(14).

Asaresult,wepracticallyllaveonlytwoclloicesfor
(Mlal,0,i.e.,(Mp。Ic,」Tl)and(Mp。Ic,」NP)-(A/ta.ro

-(Mkjn,」).AsobservedinFig.12,however,theresults

for(A/po|c,」)agreewiththosefortl-eotherchoicesatthree

hnestas,withinafewaforthehyperfincsplittingandla

FIG. I. The left-hand side shows the β dependence of the lattice spacing. The solid line is tl-e fit curve,_Eg. (59), 、vhile dotted and

dashed lines are spline int叩olations to square and triangle symbols respectively. On山e right-hand side 〟¥P-¥Sla-o and `'三　s/a'-
.1　　　　・ヽ　　　.I

function ofa - arc plotted.5
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FIG. 12. Comparison of results for various (A/|a,,」) tunings. The scale is set by r,トThe data points are slightly shifted along the

horizontal axis for distinguishability.

forothermasssplittings.Thissi-ows-atthcchoice

(A/poie,」)isasacceptableasanyother,Withournumerical

accuracy.forthelatticesweadopted.Sincethehypernne

splittingforthechoice(A/poict)nasasmootherlattice

spacingdependence(at/32*5.9)andasmallererrorthanthat

forotherchoicesinFig.12,wedecidetousethedatawith
(Mpo¥e,C)forthecontinuumextrapolations.Tl-eresultsfor

otherchoicesarcusedtoestimatethesystematicerrors.A
slightbumpint!1elatticespacingdependenceofthehyper-

finesplittingfor(A/po|c,f)isinp

ticalerror。f」NPitself,asdiscusscc'FTn霊豊tothestatis~

D. Charmomum spectrum

The results for charnlonium spectrum, obtained for

(A/poieサ」 )・f-r lhc three choices of scale are plotted in Fig.

13 togetl-er vvitl- the cxpcnn-ental values, and numerical val-

ues are listed in Tables IX-XI. As observed in Fig. 13, the

gross features of the一一lass spectrum arc consistent with tl-c

experiment. For example, the splittings among the xc states

are resolved well and with the correct ordering (xco<xc¥

<xci)- Statistical errors for the lS, 1 P and 2S state masses

are of 1 MeV, 10 McV and 30 McV, respectively. When we

TABLE VH. Col叩iinson ofmこiss splittings for different choices of (A/)aいf) at β-6.10. The results arc

presented in units ofMeV, and the scale is set by ro.
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set the scale froi一一the IP-15 (25-15) splitting, the spin

structure and the 25-15 ( I P-15) splittings are predictions

from our silllulations.

L.S-statehyperfincsplitting

Wenowdiscussourresultsforthe5-statchypcrhncsplit-
tingAA/(lJ5,-IIs。),wllicllistllemostinterestingquailtity

intinswork.Thehypcrhncsplitting(HFS),arisingfrollHlle

spin-spininteractionbet、veenquarks,isverysensitivetothe

choiceofthecloverten-i,asnoticedfromEqs.(11)and(14).

Sincetheclovertenllalsocon打olstllClatticcdiscretization

errorofthefermionsector,theca一culationoftllcHFSisa

goodtestinggroundfortllC一atticequarkactioil.

InFig.14weplotourresultsforthe5-statcHFSwith
笠恵ri)foreacl

c。ntinuui霊inputbyfilledsymbols.Fromthe

ap。Iati。nusing3pointsat(3
-5.90-6.35.weobtaill

AA/(135,-I 】S.)

72.6(0.9)(+1.2)(-3.8) McV (1・input),

85.3(4.4)(+5.7)(-2.5) MeV (1p-¥Sinput),

53.9(5.8)(-1.5)(-2.0) McV (25-15input),

17.1(1.8) McV　　　　　　(experiment),

(63)

where the伝rst error is the statistical error. The second error

represents the ambiguity in tllc continuum cxtrapolation, cs-

timated as the difference between the ar-lincar and the

〟.-linear fits. The third error is the systematic error associ-

ated with the choice of (M|aい」). We estimate it from the

maximum difference at the continuulll Iimit between tllC

choice of(A/.POI ,C ) and tl-c other three choices. Our esti-

mate of the 5-state HFS is smaller than the experimental

value by27% if the J'一1∫ splitting is used to set the scale.

A probable source for tl-is large deviation is qucncl-ing ef-

fects.

In this figure. Wc a一so plot previous anisotropic results by

Klassen (set B in TabIc III) [19] and Cllen (set C) [24] at 」

-2 and 3 with the same cl-oicc oftl一c clover coefficients cり

and using /-0 to set the scale. The difference between our

simulation and tllcirs is the choice ofJ and tllc tadpole factor

forcs,, as noted in Table II-　We use C, and the tadpo-c

factor estimated什om the plaquctte u , whHc they used JNP

and tadpole estimate from the mean link in tllC Lとindau gauge

u. As shown in tl-is figure, ourresult in the continuum limit

with rO input agrees with the results by Klasscn [19] and

Chen [24]. The results ＼vitll a (聯J'ent clloicc of the clover
coe用cients cs , by Klasscn (set D) will be shown ii- Sec. V,

where we will study the effect of c、 to theトIFS.

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 094508

I IG. 13. Chiinnomum spcctrulll at finite β. The scale is fixed

from #・, AA/(l/サー15) and AA/(25-15).

k P-state fine structure

Results for the P-state伝nc structureとire shown in Figs. 15

and 16. The v'alue oftllc P-statc fine structure in the con-

tinuum lilllit and the systematic errors arc estimated in a
simliar manncr to tllc case of tllc S-state HFS. For

I 3/*,-! 3/3,,叩Iittmg, we obtain
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TABLE DC. Results ofchannonium masses Mとmd mとiss splittings AM itl LIllits of McV at f-C using山c pole illass tuning. The sctIle

issetbyr。.

State　　　　　　β-5.70　　　　　β-5.90　　　　　β-6.10　　　　　β-6.35　　　　()、-　　　　　　Expt.

r st) 3020 .9(7 30 13.8(8 30 14.0 10 30 12.7 (9 30 12.7 (ーり 2 979 .8

ー3∫l 3082 .0(7) 3083 .1(8 3085 .1 8) 3083.7 8) 30 84 .6 (10 3096 .9

1'f , 3526 .6(79) 35 06 .7 57) 34 89 .7(66 34 83.8(83) 34 74 .2 (94) 3526 .1

1^ 0 34 96 .0 94 ) 34 62 .4 (6 5 34 38.7(58 34 20.2 (86) 34 08 .5 95 34 15 .0

IV , 3526 .7 84 ) 35 06 .6(6 1) 34 90.5 (62 34 80.8(80) 34 72 .3(9 り 35 ー0 .5

13/S , 3555 .2 106 35 15 .6 116) 3509.8(19 9) 35 06.7(2 19) 35 03 .6 (2 50) 3556 .2

13/V 3555 .0(100 35 12 .4 (1ー5) 350 8.9 179 3502 .5(2 13 35 0 1.2(2 38 ) 3556 .2

¥s 3067 .6(0) 3067 .6(0) 3067 .6 0) 3067 .6 (0) 30 67 .6 (0 3067 .6

-IP 3536 .0 85) 3506 .7 73 3494 .0(104 34 87 .3(120 34 80 .4 (137 3525 .5

l'/V IS 4 59 .9 79) 44 0 .9(59) 422.4 (67 ) 4 ー7.8(84 4 07 .2(95) 4 5 8.5

-i-v 0ーlS 429 .2 93) 396 .7(66) 37 一.3 (6 1 354 .2(87) 34 一.2(97 34 7.4

13′V l∫ 459 .9(84 44 0 .9(62) 423.2 64 4 14 .9(8 1) 4 05 .2(93 44 2 .9

-I-'/3,-1S 48 8.5 106 449 .9(1ー7) 44 2.5 19 8 44 0 .7 2 18 4 36 .6 (249 ) 48 8.6

¥P -¥S 469 .3 85 44 1.0(74) 426.7 104 42 1.3(12 1) 4 13 .4 (138 ) 45 7.9

13s r l's o 6 1.9(4) 70 .4(6 7 1.6 7) 72 .0(8) 72 .6 9) 117 .1

lV .-lV n 32 .3(34) 46 .7(34) 5 7.3(3 7) 62 .7(4 2) 68 .4 50 9 5.5

l3AV l3/サ, 18.1(43) 18 .2(4 1 20 .4 (6 8) 30 .4 (72) 3 1.1(84 45 .7

13P 2T-¥3P 2E - 0.8(23) 蝣2 .3(2 8) ・2 .6(33 ) 2.0(4 1) 蝣2 .2(4 7 ) 0.0

r /v i-r 一6 .0( 18) . - 3 .5(2 1) ー 0.7(29 ) ー3.5(36) ー 1.4(4 0) 0 .9

V P ,ー13P , 0.56 (13) 0 .39 (9 0 .36(12) 0.4 9(ーり 0 .4 7(ー4 ) 0.4 8

I3p i3p

2 's n 37 19 (22 ) 3700 (28) 3699 (32 3746 (4 0 3 739 (46 3594
23S , 3767 (2 0 3773 (27) 3758 (31) 3786 (34 3777 (4 0) 36 86

2 'p , 424 8 6 8 44日 70 42ー4(70 4 ー" (79 4 053 95)

2 ^ 0 4 ー75 (93 4 226 (89) 4 14 8(94 ) 4 049 (100) 4 008 (12 2

2 3′)- 4 22 8(75 4 388 (77) 4256 (90 ) 4 140 84 4 067 105

2JP ,, 4 23 8(ー09) 4 254 (99 4 190 (144 ) 4 023 (ー48) 3 992 175)

2 3p :r 4230 (111) 4 28 1(100) 422 3(15 7) 4 082 (146) 4 047 (177)

2 5 375 5 2 0 3755 (27 ) 3744 (30 ) 3776 (34 3768 (4 0 366 3

2′} 423 3(74 ) 4 324 (68 4209 (86 ) 4 089 (86) 4 027 ー05)

I P -I S 47 8(73) 569 70) 466 (90 3 13(88) 256 107)

2 35 ,-2 '5 ,0 4 8(9 74 (16 60(17) 40 2 2 34 2 5 92

~>]s tt tS 0 69 8 22) 6 86(28 685 (32) 73 3 4 0 726 4 6 6 4

2 3S ,-13S , 685 2 0 69 0 27) 673 (3 1) 70 2(34) 692 (4 0 58 9

T P ,-V P , 72 1(6 8) 904 69) 724 (69) 67 8(79) 579 (94

- ' O"1 M l 679 (9 5 76 3 90) 709 (95) 62 9(103 60 1(124)

2 3′V i3′,I 70 1(76 88 1(77) 766 (90) 65 9(84 59 5(105)

2 Jp ,-¥}p , 68 3(109 73 8(93 68 1 129 ) 5 16 136) 49 0(ー60)

25 -15 68 8(2 0 689 27 676 30) 7 10 34) 70 1(4 0) 59 5

2 P .¥P 69 7 75 8 17 66 7 15 (8 1 602 (83) 54 7 100

68.4(5.0)(+ll.8)(-3.0) MeV (1・oinput),

79.2(6.6)(+ 16.5)(-2.4) MeV (】p-ISinput),

50.5(6.2)(+7.9)(-2.2) MeV (2∫11∫i叩ut),

95.5(0.8) McV　　　　　　　(cxpcrimcllt).

Note tllat tllc systematic errors from the choice of the fit

ansatz (second error) are rather large here, due to the large

scaling violation seen in Fig. 15. The result with the 1 P-¥S

input yields a 17% (2.5<r) smaller va】uc than the experi-

ment. Our result with the ro input is consistent with the

previous results by Klassen [19] and Chen [24].

(64)　For 1 3/>2-1 P¥ splitting, we obtai一一
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TABLE X. The s;llllC lis Table IX, but the sealc is set by IP-¥S splitting.

State　　　　　　　β- 5.70　　　　　β- 5.90　　　　　β-6. 10　　　　　β-6.35　　　　　　as-　　　　　　　Expt.

Il′)I 3 5 15 .6 (2 9) 3523 .3(46 3520.7 (88 35 19 .9(98) 3 5 18 .6 (10 6 352fゝ .1

1 ' 0 34 86 .6 (4 9 3476 .2(5 1) 3464 .0 (9 1 3446 .4(92 344 1.6(104) 34 15 .0

ー3′)- 35 15 .8(35) 352 3.5(44 3522 .3(96 ) 35 16 .8 102 35 16 .8(112) 35 10 .5

V P , 3543 .2(4 0 3532 .9(60 354 1.3(12 8) 3544 .9 (13 9 354 8.9(15 1 3556 .2

iv 2r 3543 .0 3 8 3529 .3 69 3539 .8(122 354 0.0 (15 5 3546 .0(160 3556 .2

¥s 3067 .6 0 ) 306 7.6(0 3067一6 (0 306 7.6 0) 3067 .6(0 3067 .6

¥p 3524 .7(7) 352 3.4(7 3525 .0(9 352 3.4 8 3524 .1(9 3525 .5

r /v is 44 8.8(29 45 7.8 46 453 .6 (89 ) 454 .3 10 0) 4 52 .0 108 45 8.5

13′V I∫ 4 19 .8(4 7) 4 ー0.6(5 1) 396.9 (93 ) 38 0.9 (95 ) 375 .2 (106 ) 34 7.4

IV ,一一S 44 8.9(34) 45 7.9(44 ) 455.3(9 8 45 1.3 (104 450 .3(114) 44 2.9

-¥iP ,-¥S 476 .4 (4 0 46 7.4 (58 ) 474 .2 12 6 4 79.4 13 6) 48 2.4 (1 ほ̀) 4 88.6

¥P -¥S 45 7.9 0) 45 7.9 (0 ) 457 .9(0 4 57.9 (0 45 7.9(0) 45 7.9

ー3S lt ^ 0 5 9.2(18 74 .9 (2 り 80 .4 (34 82.7(42 8 5.3(44 117.1

lV ,-ー3P 0 3 0.6 37) 4 9.9 39 ) 64 .6 45 72.6 (65 ) 7 9.2(66 9 5.5

l-V .-i3/3, 17.4(4 り 19.2 (43 22 .3(75 ) 34.7(8 1) 3 5.0(90) 4 5.7

¥ip ,T-¥ip 二E - 0.8(22 ) 一2.5 (30 ) - 3.2(39) 2.1(5 1) ー2.7(53 ) 0.0

V P I-^ p - 5.9 (ー7 ) 一3.7(22 ) - 0.8(35) - 3 .7(44 ) - 1.5 (46 ) 0 .9

I-7 V 13/5, 0.57(12 ) 0.39 9 ) 0 .35(13 0.4 8(12) 0.4 5 (14 0.4 8

ー3′V l3′)0

2 ー∫0 37 04(22) 3722 (30 3746 39) 380 1(45 38 06(50) 35 94

2 3S , 374 9(2 1) 38 00(29 38 11(4 1 3 847(43 384 9 4 9 ) 36 86

2 '#サ, 42 ー7(70 44 58(75) 42 94 (79 42 38(87 4 15 り(100

2 3′)0 4 146 95 42 60 95 42 22(ー05) 4 12 I(ー24 ) 4 114 (138)

2 3A>, 4 196(78) 44 34 (83 43 39 100) 4 222 96 ) 4 179(114)

2 >p ,t 42 03(ー07) 4 303 (96 42 63(14 5 4 096(ー5 5) 40 9 1(ー7 3)

23′)二r 4 194 (111) 43 29(98) 42 87 16 3 4 ー47日5 3) 4 13 1(177

2S 37 38(2 1) 3 78 1(29) 37 94 39 3836(42 ) 38 39 4 7 ) 36 63

2 ′) 42 00 76 4 37 1(68 42 86 8 1 4 165(8 8 4 132(10 0

2 P -2S 46 2(72 590 (72) 4 92 95) 329 9 7 2 90(1ー2)

235 ,-2 15 0 4 5 9 78 (18) 65(2 0 47(27 ) 4 3(29) 92

2 1∫,-r ∫0 6 8 1(23) 7 ー2 (30 73 8(4 0 797(46 ) 80 3(5 1) 6 4

2 3S ,-13S , 66 8 2 1 7 ー6 (29 72 3 4 0) 762(43 76 2(48 589

2 ip ,-i lp , 70 1(69) 935 73) 773(76 7 18 (84 64 1(97 )

2 3/V ー3P 0 65 9(96) 783(96) 75 8(106 ) 674(12 2) 6 7 1 13 7)

23′V l3′)1 6 8 1(77) 9 10 (82) 8 ー7 99 705(94 ) 66 2(111)

2>P ,tIV , 66 0 ー07 ) 770 (93) 72 2(135) 55 1(14 7 54 3 164 )

2 S -1S 6 7 1(2 1) 7 15 (28 72 7 39 770 42 ) 7 72 47 ) 595

2 P -¥P 67 5(76 847 (68) 76 ー(8 1 64 1(8 7) 6 08(10 0

31.1(8.4)(+8.])(-].O) MeV (/・input).

35-0(9.0)(+9.6)(-0.7) McV (1PA5input).

23.7(6.1)(+5.6)(-0.8) MeV (2S-15input),

45.7(0.2) McV　　　　　　(experiillcut).

where we use the result from the E representation operator

for P-,. As observed in Tables IX-XI, the mass difference

AA/( 1 r>27-'3^>2」) ls always consistent 、、′ith zero, suggest-

ing tl-at the rotational invariancc for this quantity is restored

well in our approach. The value of AA/(1 P2-¥ip¥) is

smaller than the experimental one by 23% (1a) with the

IP-15 input. There is no lattice result什om the anisotropic

(65)　rclativistic approach to be compared 、vith.
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TABLE XI. The sanlc as Tablc IX, but dlc scale is set by 25-15 splitting.

State　　　　　　　β- 5.70　　　　　β- 5.り0　　　　　β- 6. 10　　　　　β-6.35　　　　　rJ、-　　　　　　　Expt.

]'S o 3032 .3(2 1 30 26.4 (30 30 24 .9(33 30 28.6 (3 8) 302 7.4 4 5 29 79.8

I3 9 3079 .1(8 30 79.8(10) 30 82 .0(ー3) 30 79.5 (12 ) 30 80.5 15) 30 96.9

Il/3. 34 67.1 1ー3) 344 6.7 ー3り) 3440 .5(158 34 15.3(17 0) 34 12.6 (2 08) 35 26.1

1 r o 34 45 .3 日2) 34 12 .8(124 ) 33 98.6(130 33 70.2 (12 8 33 6 1.5 165 34 5.0
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). In Fig. 17,weplot the

figure, the sea一ing violation of the ratio is slllallcr than that

for tlle individual splittings (Figs. 15 and 16). Moreover, re-

suits arc always consistent witll the cxpcnmClltal value

wltl-in errors. Prcsu一一lably tl-is is in part due toとi cancellation

of systematic errors such as the discrctiz'atioll Cflcct and the

quenching cflfee【 in the ratio. Our continuum cslimiitc of this

raいoIS

0.47(14)(+06) (rOinput).

0.45(14)(+05) (I/MSinput),

0.49(13)(+06) (25-1Sinput),

0.48(00)　　(expcnmcnt).
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FIG. 14. S-state hyperfinc splitting AA/(13S,-1 15。). Results

obtained with c4-M,ci- l arc collected here. Our results are

shown by solid symbols for each input, while results by Klassen

(set B) and Chen (set C) with the r。 input are shown by open

symbols. In the legend, we give the choice of the anisotropy 」, 」

tuning, tadpole factor and scale input. These captlons also apply to

the 6gures that follow.

Our results agrees well with the experimental value. We omit

the systematic error arising fronl the clloice of (A/,al,」),
which is found to be nluch smaller than others.

Another interesting quantity is the f-state hyperfine split-

ting, AM(l]pr¥3P), where M(¥3p)…[5A-/(l3/>:)

+3A/(l3/>,)+M(l3/'o)]/9. This should be much smaller
than the S-state hyperhne splitting because the f-statc wave

function vanishes at the origin. The lattice spacing depen-

dcnce is shown in Fig. 18 and the continuum estnllate is

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 094508

FIG. 16. P-state fine structure splitting &M(¥3p2-¥ P¥).

The sign is always negative at finite aJ and in the continuum

Hlllit, but within errors tlle continuum value is consistent

with the experimental value. We do not observe sizable dif-

fcrcnccs between results using different scこIie inputs for tl-is

qua一一tity.
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G. ¥P-IS splitting

The mass splittings between the orbita一 (radial) exited

state and the ground state such as tllc ¥ P-¥S (2S-¥S) spliト

ting arc dominated by tllc kinetic ternl in tllc non-rclativistic

Hamiltonian, Eq. (1 1). Since the dependence 0-I tl一c choicc of

(A/lat,f) is small compared to the statistical error.とis shown

in Fig. 12, we ignore the systematic error from tllc choice of

(M]aいC) in thisとmd next subsections. Results of the spin-

averaged and spi-トdcpctldci-I 1 J'-1 ∫ splittmgs arc silown in

Figs. 19 and 20. In the continuum limit, the spin-averaged

P-¥ S splitting is

The spin-dependent lP-15" splitting deviates什onl the ex-

pcnmental value by 0%-10% (10--5(x) with the r。 input

and 15%-25% (3(7-5(t) witll the 25-1S input, as shown in

Fig. 20. The result oftl-c I?,-1S splitting with the rO input
agrees with tllc result by Cllen within a few a in tllc con-

tinuum limit.

II. 2S-IS and 2P-¥P splittings

In Figs. 21 and 22, we show the results of the spin-

averaged and spin-depe一一dent 25-1 5" splittings. In the con-

tinuum limit, thcsc splittii一gs deviate from the experimental

values by -20% (2.5cr) vvitll the r。 input and -30% (4rT)

witIHhe I P-¥ S input. For the spm-averaged 2S-¥ S spHItmg,
we obtain

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 094508

FIG. 19. Spin averaged lP-¥S splitting. In the figures, we al-

ways omit the bar for the spin average.

(69)

Besides quenching effects, possible sources o川1c deviations

arc finite size effects and the mixing of the 25 with higllCr

excited states. Figure 23 shows the result for 2P-¥P split-

tings. Note tl-at there is no experimental value for this split-

ting at present. Our results of25-15 and 2P-I P splittings

are consistent with previous results by Chen. We also calcu-

late mass splittings such as AM(23sr2 SQ) and

AA/(2P-25), but these suffer from large statistical and sys-
tematic errors. We leave accurate detenllinations of the ex-

cited state masses for future studies.

I. Charmonium spectrum in the continuum limit

We summarize the continuum results for the charmonium

spectra obtained with the data of (A/poie,」 ) and the

as:-linear fit ansatz in Fig. 24, where the scale is set by

1 P-1 S splitting. Numerical values for three scales are listed

in Tables IX-XI, where the errors arc only statistical. Among

three different scales, results with the IP-15 input are the

closest to the experimental value for the ground state lllasses.

The spin splittings such as the llypcrnne splitting

AA/(13S,-1 1S。) and the fine structure AA/(1 3pr¥3p。) arc

always smaller than the experimental values irrespective of

tlle Clloicc of the scale input, Wllictl is considered to be

quenching effects.

V. EFFECT OF THE CLOVER COEFFICIENT

FOR HYPERFINE SPLITTING

We now collic back to the issue of the hyperfine splitting.

In Sec. IV E, we have shown that our result of the HFS (set

094508-22
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FIG. 20. Spin dependent I P-15 splittings.

FIG. 21. Spin averaged 25-15 splitting.

A in Table IIl) agrees witl- previous results by Klassci- (set

B) and Chen (set C) in tllc continuulll limit, witll the sと1111c

choice of the clover coefficients Eqs. (39) and (36). How-

ever, as mentioned in the Introduction, whcil Klassen illadc a

different choice of the clover coefficients (set D), Ile obtained

apparent一y different values of the HFS in the continuulll

limit. Tl-is choice is given by- 'T.、ニー/I′ Whcrc tl-c tilde dc-

notes the tadpole improvement, cx-〟3 、・ si一一cc V-】 i-S

aSm./-0, it agrees with tl一c correct choice c、- 1 in tl-c limit

as-0 with fixedmq, but is incorrect at finite〟.、・ Thc quark

action then generatesとin additional 0(</;AQCDm`1) error.

Even witll sucll a choice, ifasmq is sillとill cnougll, the result

sllould converge to a universal valueとIiter the continuuill

extrapolation. However, in Refs. [18,19], Kllisscn obtained

-This choice corresponds to w- 1 in the n-ass -・om-otation, Hq.

(3), 、vhilc Uie correct choice c、- 1 corresponds lo w- i,.

094508-23
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FIG. 23. Spin dependent 2P-¥ P splittings.
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FIG. 24. Charmomum spectrum in the continuum limit. The

scale is set by ¥P-¥S splitting.

HFS (05-0,′・oinput)5*^ MeV witl-　C∫-1/1ノ, which is

much larger than tl-c result HFS (05-0,'蝣o input)-75 McV

with cs- 1 both by Klasscn and in the present work.

A possible source of this discrepancy is a largc mass-

dependent error of O(a∫Aqcd-(*Vォv)') (〝= 】・2・ - ) for

the results with cv- Mv. In fact, Klassen adopted rather

coarse lattices with asmq^ 1 -2, for which such errors may

not be negligible. Because tllc HFS is sensitive to the spatial

clover term. the cl-oicc of cs- ¥lv may then result ill a non-

linear as dependence for tllc HFS. In tllc followiilg, in order

to study the effect of tlle choice of the spatial clover coeffi-

cient cs to the HFS. we make a leading order analysis mod-

vated by the potential model [37] and compare it with nu-

merical results, which will give us a better understanding of

the above problcnl of tllC H下S.

The potential illodcl predicts tllat, at tlle leading order lll

both α and 1/mq・

-1 I*(O)IL.　(70)

where mq-′吋for the quarkonium, S,, arc quark and anti-
quark spins, and 、I′(0) is the wave function at tllc origin.

HFSc。m is the hypcrnilc splitting in the contilluum quenched

('7′=0) theory, which is not necessarily equal to the experi-

mental value. In non-rclativistic QCD, the S.;/- Sv interaction
arises from tlle ∑ B tenll for quark and antトquark. Giving a

non-relativistic intc叩rotation to our anisotropic lattice ac-

tion, we expect tl-at the lattice HFS is effectively given by

HFSIat-孟目蓋'l*<O)|f.,. (7り

where mぞis the一一lagnctic i一一ass, Eq. (14), in the cfTccti、′C

Hamiltonian. Therefore, in our approach, HFS is dominated

by the magnmidc of I/"t芸, wllich depends on the spatial

clover coe用cicnt c.、. The ratio

PHYSICAL REVIlfW D 65 094508

generally deviとjtcs from 1 at fi一一itc a、 , and should approacl- 1

as `,.～-0. At the leading order in α. l^(O)l:vm*#iiォ, wi-ilc

l*(O)lr.,5'nil witl一間コthe kinetic mass, Eq. (13). Since in2

docs not depend on tl-e spatial c一over coefficient c¥ at the tree

level, we -cglcct tl-c lattice artifact for巨P(O)|fat and set

いI'(0)はl再′(o)|j。nt- 1 in the t0日owing, vvhicI- IS SU斤icicnt

for the present purpose. Now we define

(73)

as a measure of lattice artifacts for the HFS, where the tilde

denotes the tadpole improvement. In the continuum limit.

R川ごs= 1. Since mq is constant independent of as, we iden-

tify m,. withサ/| for t!-c pole mass tuning (i.e., when setting

the measured pole mass to the experimental value M^

-M叩for the meson) and witl- //;-, for the kinetic mass

timing (A/kin= A/叩)I
At the tree level with the tadpole improvement, the pole

mass /;/), tll kinetic mass ///二and the illagnctic mass mB for

the quark arc given by

wherev-t;Q/C,c-urc,,and/サ0-`y/^oisgivenbyEq・

(33).ToobtainEqs.(75)and(76),weusetheforn-ula」

-」0-K/".JJ0-1nthefollowingwepresenttheasmqde-

pcndcnccof/?hfs'nl^ccasc-fc¥-'(sctsA,B,C)andc、

-I/Iノ(setD),andconlparetllCmwill日hcco汀csponding
nunlcricaldatafortheS-stateHFS.Forthedefinitionof」(or

l,).therearctwoclloiccsadoptedsofar:thetreeleveltad-
poleimprovedvalueJIandnonpcrturbativconeJNP.At」

-sJ¥,7/1-111っfortl-cquark,butM,p<,.e≠A4infortl一cmca-

surcdmcson.Ontheotll-rNerhand,at」-fI'w,≠l石,thougll
A/n-]亡-A/kin.Thusintl一ccaseofC-C,i.e.,^poic-A/kin

tuning,theidciltificationof/;;(-/サ|orm2)inR‖FS,Eq.

(73)Imcntioncdaboveisambiguous.Althougl-sucha一一am-
biguityshouldl′anislHnthecontmuumlimit,wepresent

/?Ml.Swithbothhi-サ/|and//;`j-ni2tocheckconsistency.

ForiictuとilnumericaldataoftllcIIFS,wefocusontl1cresults

with(he/・mputbecauseKlassenhこ-sadoptedJ・forthe

scalesetting.

0り4508-25
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FIG.25. #HFSwitheJ-l/i/andC-」　at」-3 and2.Thethick

symbols are the results with m -m¥, while the thin symbols are

those with mq-i石2. The results with ct- 1/I, but 」-」" (where

・ォ-ササ!=/Mi) are also shown by the dotted line (」-3) and dashed

line (」-2).

Firstweconsidertllecaseofc∫-1/Jノ(setD),wllichis

correctonlyforasmtl-0atthetreelevel.InFig.25weplot

霊(asw^)"dependenceof/?HFS

h=!?*=%/」"?.Numerjcal霊;=3and2forcs-¥lv

ucs。fvupweretakenfromRef.[19].Becauseoftheambiguityformqmentioned

above,weshowtheresultswithmq=m]and///-//;2;the

differencebetweenthemdecreasesasa,-0,asexpected.

Wehavecheckedthatplotting/?hfsasafunctionofa-,

insteadof(aJ′;(/)-,doesnotchangethefigurequalitatively.

Wealsoplottheresultswithcs-¥/vbutv-v-^qIC

wherem¥-m2holds,asadottedline(」-3)andadashed

line(」-2)foraguidetotheeye.Assllownintllisfigure.

/?HFShasanon-lineara~
sdependencetowardthecontinuum
linlit(-1),indicatingthatthemassdcpcildclltC汀orislarge

fortheregionasi′/-1-2.Here/?hfslSlargerthan1evenat

(asniq)'--¥,whichsuggeststhattheactualHFSshouldrap-
idlydecreasetowarda--0,anddataat(aJ;;(/)2<1are

neededforareliablecontinuumextrapolationfortlleHFS.

NowletuscompareRHFswithnumcrica】resultsofHfS.
InFig.26,weplotcorrespondingresultsofHFSbyKlassen

forcs-¥lv[19].Theresultsat」-3fora-¥lvareclearly

largertl-antheresultsforc∫-1(seethesolidcirc】csinFig.

14),andtheresultsat」-3and2(ippeartoconverget0

-95MeVinthecontinuumlimitwitl-ana:→incarscaling.

However,comparingFig.25andFig.26,wefindthatthe

一atticespacmgdepcndcilceofthenumericaldataofHfS

qualitativelyagreeswiththatof/?hfs:f-rbothHFSand

flHFS,dataat」-3arclargerthandataat」-2,andthe

differencebetween」-3and2decreasesas().、-0.Froman
as?」inearextrapolationofR-.jFSusingtl-C爪nesttl-rccdata

points,weobtainRuv^1.2-1.3ata∫-0.Becausethecor-
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FIG.26.Klassen'sresultsof5-statchyperfinesplitting
AM(l3S,-l'S。)withc^l/l,and」-」(setD).Thescaleisset

by∫().Linesdenoteaj-linearextrapoIations.

rectcontinuumlimitof/?hfsis^tnissuggestsa20%-30%
overestimatefromtheneglectofnon-lmeardependenceof

/?HFSona-.Hencetheresu-twithcs--Iv,HFS(as-0)

-95McV,reportedinRefi[18,19]islikelyanoveresti-

mateby20%-30%.
Theseanalysesindicatethattheoriginsofthisoveresti-

matearc,first,thechoiceforthespatialclovercoefficient

cs-¥lv(-¥lv),andsecond,theuseofcoarselattices

withaノnq>1.AsshowninFig.9,v(=1/csinthiscase)
shouldeventuallystarttomoveupto1linearlyaround
a.mTl≦0.3,whichcorrespondsto(aJ′')-≦0.6inFig.25,

butKlasscn'sdataofv(opendiamonds)donotreachsuch

aregion.Weconcludethatthecontlnuumextrapolationfor

theHFSsilOLIidnotbeperfornleduslngthedataonsuch

coarselattices,andresultsatfinerlatticespacingarere-

quired.

B.Caseofc、=1

Nextweconsiderthecaseofcs-1(setsA,BandC),

霊ichiscorrectforanyasmqatthetreelevel,

rearctwochoicesfor」,」TIand」NP.As霊thiscase,

nti。nedinSec.IVC,mβ-m2holdsforbothchoicesof」,withcs-1.

1ntllecaseof」-」,whichllasbeciladoptedonlyinour

work(setA)sofar,/?hfs-''salwayssatisfied,sincem|

-m2-niBbydefinition.Thissuggeststllattllescalingvio-

lationofHFSforcs-1shouldbemuchsmallerthanthatfor

c,-l/v.ThenumericalresultfortheHFSwiththepolemass
tuninghasalreadybeenshowninFig.14andre-plottedin

Fig.28bysolidcircles,whichgivesourbestestimate,

HFS(ォ,-0)-73MeV.
Wenextconsiderthecaseof」-」,whereMpolc-^kin

forthemeasuredmeson.Wl-enweidentifyniq-m2,RHFS

-1isalwayssatisfiedagainbecause間2-Mbevenat」

-」NP.Whenweiden的mq-′石,R川:S≠ingeneral,due

094508-26
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FIG. 27. RHfs with cs= 1. Here /サ,/-/m). The stars are slightly

shifted along the horizontal axis for distinguisllability.

to the deviation ofJNP什0m 」. The results of/?hfs w'1^

m -m¥ at 」-f are shown in Fig. 27, andcorresponding

numerical results for the HFS are shown in Fig. 28. Compar-

ing Fig. 27 with Fig. 28 we aga】n note that the latticespacing

dependence of tlle HFS qualitativcly agrees witll tllat of

/?ilFS; i.e., for both HFS and Rms, data at 」-3 by Klasscn

(open diamonds, set B) and those at 」-2 by Chen (open

triangles, set C) arc close to each other and larger tllan our

data at 」-」''. An a三-linear extrapolation using the finest

three data points gives HFS宍ピ70-75 McV and /?HFS

亀0.9-1.0 at a∫-0. The latter confirms that a continuum

estimate ofHFS with cv- 1 is more reliable than tllat with

c∫- )/v.

Concerningour results atァ-3, as shown in Fig. 27, '1IFS

for 」-」Nl (stars) docs not scale smoothly around (aJ,02
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≦】, wllilc that for{,-蝣t, (solid circles) is always unity. This

bellavior is caused by tlle fact tllat the di恥rence, 」 - rTI

not monotonic in asm(/ (see Fig. 9). Correspondingly the

numerical value of the HFS, displayed in Fig. 28, also shows
l

a slightly non-smooth lattice spacing dependence near a~

蝣0, which qualitatively agrees witl- thc (`r.v/ォo)- dependence

of/?IIFS =- this region. A possible source of this behavior is

the statistical error ofJ itself, because HFS (#hfs) 's a'sO

sensitive to the value ofJ as well as cs. Due to this reason,

we have not used theresultswith 」-」　forourmain analy-

sts in Sec. IV.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have investigated the properties of an-

isotropic lattice QCD for 1-eavy quarks by studying tlle Cllaト

monium spcctriu一一in detail. We performed simu一ations

adopting lattices finer than those in the previous studies by

Klasscn and Cllen, and made a more careful analysis for

O((a,m.∫)'') errors. In addition, using derivative operators,

we obtained tlle complete P-state fine structure, which has

not bee一一addressed in the previous studies.

From the tree-level analysis for the effective Hamiltonian,

we found tllat tl-e mass dependent tuning of parameters is

essentially important. In particular, Wltll the choice of rs

- 1 for the spatial Wilson coe用cient, an cxp】icit asmqQ de-

pendcncc reillains for the parameters J and c, even at the tree

level. Moreover, we llave silOWtl il一 tlle 一eading order analysis

that, unless the spatia一 clover coe用cicnt c、 Is correctly tuned,

the hyperfinc splitting has a large O{[asmq)") errors, which

can explain a large value of the hypcrfine splitting in the

continuum limit from rather coarse lattices in the previous

calculation by Klassen. On the other hand, if cs is mass-

dependcntly tuned, the continuum extrapolation is expected

to be smooth for the hyperfinc splitting.

Based oll tllcsc observations, we cillployed tlle anisotropic

clover actioll Wltll J・∫- 1 and tullcd tllc paranleters lllaSS-

dcpcndcntly at the tree level combined with the tadpole im-

provcment. We then computed the channonium spectrum in

the qucncl-cd approximation on 」=3 lattices with spatial

lattice spacings ofaノnq< 1. A fine resolution in the temporal

direction enabled a precise determination of the masses of S

and P states which is accurate enough to be compared with

the experimental values. Our results are consistent with pre-

vious results at 」-2 obtained by Chen [24], and the scaling

behavior of the hypernne splitting is well explained by the

theoretical analysis. We tllen conclude tllat the anisotropic

clover action with the mass-dependent parameters at the

tadpole-improved tree level is sumciently accurate for tllC

charm qLmrk to avoid large discretization errors due to heavy

quark. We note, f-ovvever, that aJJ (/< l is still necessary for
a reliable continuui-n extrapolation.

We found in our results that tllc gross features of the

spectruill arc consistent with the experiment. Quantitatively,
however, tllc S-statc hyperhne splittil1g deviates froili the ex-

penmental value by about 30% (7fr), and the P-state fine

structure di恥rs by about 20% (2.5(∫), if the scale is set from

the ¥ P-¥S splitting. We consider that a major source for
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these deviations is the quenchとd approxii-nation.

Certainly further investigations are necessary to conclude

that the anisotropic QCD can be used for quarks heavier than

the charm. Tn particular it is important to deten-nine the

clover coe用cients as well as other parameters non-

perturbativcly, since the spin splittings are very sensitive to

the clover coefficients. It is also interesting to calculate the

spectrum with /一S- 1/」 and compare the result witll tlle cur-

rent one in this paper, since the notorious asm(]o dependence

vanishes斤om tllc parailneters witll tllis choice at the tree

level. Finally full QCD calculations including dynamical

quarks are needed to estabhsll tlle tlleoretical prediction

wltllout systematic e汀ors for an ultn-late coi-1panson with

the expenillental spectrum.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE HAMILTONIAN

ON THE ANISOTROPIC LATTICE

The lattice Hamiltoruan H is identified with the logarithm

of the transfer matrix T:

T and H for the asymmetric clover quark action on the iso-

tropic lattice have been derived in Ref. [1 lj. An extension to

the anisotropic lattice is straightforward. Using the fields甘

and甘-せ†γ。 which satisfy canonical anti-commutation re-

lations, the Hamiltonian in temporal lattice units H for the

amsotropic quark action is given by
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Tllcrefore the lattice Hamiltonian in pilysical units is given

by

Note that Eq. (A7) for the amsotropic 一attice is the same aS

that for the isotropic lattice except foruse of{a,,綜' '1
instead of {a,Ci:,rs ,cs}. Thus one can repeat the derivation

oftl-e tree level value of bare parameters (」F and c5>′) in Ret.

[11] even for the anisotropic lattice, after replacing

{a,fF,rv,cJ by {a,,」F,rs ,cs}.
Wllen the lattice Hamiltonian is expressed in more

continuunl-like form
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In order to detenlline tree level paranleters, tlle lattice Hatlliト

tonian should be matched to the continuum one to the dc-

sired order in ac. The continuum Hamiltonian to wllich the

lattice one is matched is either the Dirac Hamiltonian

^Dirac-ォ/"^('サォ+ γ・D)サ　or the non-relativistic Hamil-
..A._

tonian HKK-al^ir(mq+γoAo-D2/2/〃q+-)甘　Both

clloices give tlle sanle tree level paranleters.

In the Hamiltonian ionllalism, tllc unitary transfonllation

U is possible because the eigenvalues of H are invariant

under it. For example, consider a unitary transfonllation

サーU甘,小一車U~　　　(A16)

with

U-exp(-a,O¥γ蝣D-aji α E),　(A17)

where d¥ and OE are parameters. Tins is called the FWT

transformation, whose element is a spin off-diagonal matrix.

After this transformation the coe用cients b become
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The transformed Hamiltonian Hu with bu is matched to ei-

ther HDira<: or //NR so as to obtain tree level parameters.
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